Cleaning Instructions

- Wash thoroughly before first use.
- Flip open the lid interior and remove the spout cover before rinsing or washing.
- To remove the spout cover, rotate the cover until it partially overhangs the recessed spout area on the lid; then lift the cover from below.
- Rinse lid immediately after each use with warm water so water flows through the Drink Spout and Vent Hole.
- Lid is top-rack dishwasher safe. Hand-wash only any body.
- To wash by hand, soak the lid for 10 minutes in hot, soapy tap water. Hand-wash the body with warm water and a mild detergent. Rinse both the lid and body thoroughly before use.
- After cleaning, return lid interior to its closed position and snap spout cover onto lid, rotating clockwise with downward pressure as needed before use.
- Always store mug with lid removed to allow parts to dry completely.

Usage Recommendations

- The Twistseal™ lid is designed to help prevent spills from accidental tipping.
- Suitable for hot or cold beverages.
- The Twistseal™ lid that came with your new purchase is designed to fit only your new mug. Not for use with other products.
- To attach the lid, apply slight downward pressure and rotate counter-clockwise until the lid falls into place. Then rotate lid clockwise to tighten completely.
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Additional Cleaning Tips

For additional product cleaning tips, please visit www.GoContigo.com/cleaning.